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ABSTRACT
Bu�erless de�ection routing is a serious alternative to wormhole
�ow control and packet switching. It is based on the principle of
de�ecting a �it to a non-optimal route instead of bu�ering it, when
two �its compete for the same link. �e major weakness of de�ec-
tion is the exploding number of misrouted �its at high network
load, which increases the duration of �its within the network and
requires to reassemble the �its at the receiver. �ese de�ections
can be reduced signi�cantly by adding a small side bu�er instead
of always de�ecting �its.

In the presented approach, the side bu�er is complemented by a
restricted de�ection policy that preserves the �it order: x-y-routing
in an unidirectional 2D-torus ensures that collisions are impossible,
as long as a �it is transported in the same direction. Only at the
transition from x- to y-direction, collisions may happen and are
avoided by controlled in-order de�ection in x-direction. In-order
delivery not only simpli�es the arbitration logic, but avoids costly
mechanisms for livelock-prevention and reassembly of �its at the
receiver.
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1 INTRODUCTION
�e majority of network-on-chip (NoC) implementations are based
on a 2D-mesh topology, packet switching and wormhole �ow con-
trol [3]. Such conventional NoCs provide short latencies and high
throughput, but consume signi�cant amounts of chip area and en-
ergy. For example, the NoC of the Intel 80-core Tera�ops research
chip consumes 28% of the power per tile [19]. �e NoC power
consumption share will even increase, as more cores are bundled
on one chip [2].

�e main contribution to area and power consumption stems
from bu�ers, which are ubiquitous in wormhole routers. For ex-
ample, bu�ers occupy 60% of the tile area of the Tilera TILE64
many-core [20]. Consequently, bu�erless routing is a promising
technique to reduce hardware costs in on-chip networks [18]. �e
downside of bu�erless routing is an increased network tra�c, be-
cause without bu�ers, message collisions cannot be resolved by
retarding one of the messages in a bu�er. Instead, messages that
need to take an already occupied link have to be de�ected in another
direction [4, 5, 14, 18] or dropped and retransmi�ed [6, 7].

Early work on bu�erless de�ection routing [14] showed that it
is an energy-e�cient alternative at low and medium tra�c. CHIP-
PER [4] reduced the arbitration costs to an acceptable level and
MinBD [5] added small side bu�ers that made the performance
competitive, preserving the energy-e�ciency.

�ese works showed, that the number of bu�ers can consider-
ably be reduced without hurting the performance. Here, we discuss
a router architecture [13, 17] where also the arbitration logic is
extremely simpli�ed, while small bu�ers still provide enough per-
formance. It is based on the following principles:

• Preserving the �it order: Each part of a message (�it)
can take an individual route, but it is guaranteed that the
�its arrive in their original order. �erefore no serial num-
ber is necessary, the message length is unbounded and the
�its can directly be forwarded to the receiving processing
element, without any bu�ering or reordering.

• Dividing the routes in bu�erless sections: Within a
section no collisions are possible. Collision resolution by
de�ection or bu�ering is only necessary at the transition
points between route sections.
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• Minimal bu�ering and in-order de�ection: At the tran-
sition points, small bu�ers provide a good utilization. If the
bu�ers are congested, controlled de�ection that maintains
the �it order is used as fall-back.

Such a router architecture requires less bu�ers than wormhole
routers, has a simpler arbitration logic than bu�erless routers, does
not need additional reassembly bu�ers at the receiving node and
the length of a message is unlimited.

Bu�erless in-order routing is of particular interest if very short
messages are transmi�ed, because the overhead does not increase
for short messages, as it is the case for packet switching. Adapteva’s
Epiphany architecture [15] is an example for such an architecture
where each message has the size of one �it. But even in conventional
MPSoCs, where the tra�c is dominated by short memory requests
and long response messages covering a whole cache line [21], semi-
bu�erless routing is an option. Due to its low hardware costs,
two networks can be established, one for short and one for long
messages.

In this paper, we analyze two earlier approaches and disclose
their weaknesses. While the earlier publications focused on one par-
ticular router con�guration and only roughly estimated hardware
costs and throughput, we investigate all possible router con�g-
urations and use detailed FPGA prototypes and real benchmark
traces. We propose improvements to the arbitration and the in-
order handling and thoroughly examine the design space to �nd an
optimal router con�guration that maximizes throughput at minimal
hardware costs.

A�er this introduction, related work on de�ection routers and
other NoCs with ring topology follows. In section 3 the basic
algorithm for bu�erless de�ection routing is presented. In the
following section, various modi�cations to the basic algorithm are
discussed. �ese modi�cations are evaluated in section 5. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND
Preserving the order of de�ected �its is the key idea of this paper,
but it is based on the works on disordered bu�erless routers.

2.1 BLESS: Basic Bu�erless De�ection
As the link capacity between routers is limited, long messages are
split into �ow control units (�its) of constant size that usually can be
transferred within one cycle. Conventional NoC routers use packet
switching, where only the �rst �it carries routing data and all other
�its of a message just take the same route as the �rst �it. One of the
�rst bu�erless de�ection routers, WORM-BLESS [14] tried to adopt
this behavior for bu�erless routing. However, it cannot be avoided
that a �it is de�ected to another direction than the previous �it. In
such a case, the message is split into two packets and the second part
takes a di�erent route. Although the �its of a packet arrive in-order,
the packets forming a message might arrive out-of-order, requiring
a reassembly bu�er at the receiver. �e partly ordered arrival has
no advantage over a completely scrambled arrival, for which reason
the same authors proposed FLIT-BLESS [14], another de�ection
algorithm, that routes each �it of a message independently. Each �it
is accompanied by its destination and a serial number to reassemble
the �its at the receiver.

Continuous de�ection of a �it can prevent it from ever reaching
its destination. To avoid such a situation called livelock, BLESS uses
oldest �rst arbitration: each �it has a timestamp and when several
�its compete for the same link, the oldest one wins. �is arbitration
is e�ective, but very costly in terms of hardware [12]: each �it
has to carry a timestamp and each router needs a full crossbar
and multiple comparators. RIDER [16] is a recent de�ection router
implementation that is very similar to FLIT-BLESS, but replaces
the costly crossbar by a ring between the output ports and reduces
the de�ection rate by adding some small bu�ers between the ports.
Nevertheless, it su�ers from the same problems as BLESS: the age
based arbitration and the switch logic is very expensive in terms of
hardware.

2.2 Improved Bu�erless De�ection
CHIPPER [4] considerably reduces hardware costs by introducing
the golden packet rule for arbitration. Each message has a golden
packet ID composed by the source node ID and a transaction num-
ber. A synchronized counter in every node iterates over all golden
packed IDs, ensuring that only one packet is golden at a time. �e
time interval during which a packet is golden is long enough to
guarantee that a packet of maximum length can travel from any
node to any other node. Instead of a costly crossbar that ensures
an optimal assignment of input and output ports, CHIPPER uses
a much cheaper permutation network that only guarantees that
the highest priority �it (the golden one) is switched to the desired
output port, the other ones are more or less randomly assigned.
�e drawback of the reduced hardware costs is a worse arbitration
and lower network performance.

If many �its compete for the output ports and no golden �it is
present, the CHIPPER permutation network may assign the �its
in a way that none is switched to a productive port. �erefore
MinBD [5] adds the so-called silver �it mechanism to guarantee
that at least one �it is switched to a productive port. Additionally,
MinBD introduces dual ejection and a small side bu�er that bu�ers
some �its instead of immediately de�ecting them. �e combination
of these three mechanisms signi�cantly reduces the number of
de�ected �its and increases network performance.

In an orthogonal topology, there are multiple shortest routes to
the destination. Considering all of them in the switch arbitration
can also reduce de�ections [12]. �is technique called multiple
dimension routing is one of the enhancements that DeBAR [9]
adds to MinBD. Additionally, �its that are close to their destination
are prioritized and the side bu�er can also be used for ejection
collisions. But the improvements on network throughput are small
and the impact on the critical path of the arbitration logic is unclear.

�e mentioned approaches identi�ed the main challenges for
e�cient de�ection routers: expensive switch arbitration, excessive
de�ection, receiver reassembly, livelocks and request-respond dead-
locks. Bu�erless in-order de�ection addresses the same challenges,
but with completely di�erent techniques: the unidirectional torus
topology simpli�es the switch (only two output ports) and reduces
de�ections (nonstop transportation in x- and y-rings), while the
in-order delivery prevents livelocks and request-respond deadlocks
and replaces the reassembly bu�er.
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2.3 Further Related Work
Bu�erless transportation in a bidirectional ring was studied in [11].
Comparable to a single horizontal or vertical ring in our approach,
�its are injected if a free slot appears and continuously transported
to the destination. However, there is no mechanism to request a
free slot and consequently a node can wait in�nitely to inject a
message.

�e Low-Cost Router for On-Chip Networks [10] is similar to our
approach, as it prioritizes the routing within one dimension and
uses a special bu�er when changing from x- to y-direction. But the
�ow control is credit based with very small bu�ers, hence �its are
stalled, not de�ected.

Multiple levels of bu�erless rings build the hierarchical ring
topology of HiRD [1]. Depending on the location of source and
destination node, a �it has to cross several rings. Whenever there is
no free slot in the next ring, the �it stays in the current ring for an
extra round. To avoid that a �it circles in�nitely, the bridge routers
between two rings monitor the �its and when a �it has been in the
ring for too long, it can change the ring as soon as there is the next
free slot. �e mechanism to provide fair injection is also interesting:
when a node was not able to inject a �it for a longer time, it can
assert a global signal that stops all other nodes in the ring from
injection, until the starved node can inject its �it.

3 BUFFERLESS IN-ORDER ROUTING
3.1 Topology
An unidirectional ring is the perfect topology for bu�erless routing.
�e arbitration is simple, because apart from the input and output
ports to the local processing element, there is only an input from the
previous node and a output to the next node. Consequently, there
is only one possible collision, if both inputs should be switched to
the next output port (switching the local input to the local output
makes no sense). By giving the previous input priority over the
local input, this collision can be avoided. Of course, the local input
port must be bu�ered, but some kind of injection bu�er between
processing element and local input (as well as a ejection bu�er
between local output and processing element) is required in any
NoC architecture and not considered part of the NoC.

Given this “in-NoC-�rst” arbitration, �its are continuously trans-
ported to the target node, once they entered the ring. �e NoC
behavior corresponds to a constantly rotating gear wheel, where a
�it hooks to a free tooth and leaves the tooth, when the rotation
advanced it to the target.

A ring topology does not scale when the number of nodes in-
creases. Hence, the one dimensional ring is re�ned to a two dimen-
sional torus: the nodes are arranged in a square and every node is
connected to two rings: a horizontal one that connects all nodes
within a row and a vertical one that connects all nodes within a
column. �e rings are still unidirectional and so the torus is also
unidirectional.

3.2 Basic Algorithm
In an unidirectional 2D-torus there are several routes from one
node to another, but the shortest one corresponds to x-y-routing:
enter the horizontal ring until the target column is reached and then
change to the vertical ring until the target node is reached. �ereby,

each route is divided into two laps, each of them consisting of an
unidirectional ring that allows bu�erless transportation, because
any collisions are avoided.

Collisions only appear when entering the two rings. �e �rst
potential collision point is located between the local input port
and the horizontal ring. As mentioned above, such an injection
bu�er is unavoidable and not considered part of the NoC. �e
second potential collision arises, when a �it has to change from
the horizontal ring to the vertical ring. �ere is no guarantee
for an empty slot in the vertical ring, when the �it arrives at the
intermediate node, where it has to change the direction. �erefore,
�its have to wait in the so-called corner bu�er until there is a free
slot in the vertical ring.

Note that in this basic implementation a �it is always injected
to the horizontal ring and always ejects from the vertical ring. If
source and target node share the same vertical ring, the �it has to
take a round trip in the horizontal ring before moving to the corner
bu�er and the vertical ring. Accordingly, a �it cannot eject directly
from the horizontal ring but has to take a round trip in the vertical
ring before ejection. Fig. 1a shows the micro-architecture of the
basic router.

3.3 Bu�er Over�ow Handling
In order to prevent the corner bu�ers from over�owing, de�ection
is applied: When a �it tries to change from the horizontal ring
to a corner bu�er which is full, the �it is forced to remain in the
horizontal ring for an extra round. A�er a full rotation of the ring,
the �it can try once again to enter the corner bu�er.

Unfortunately, this behavior can destroy the order of the �its.
If the corner bu�er becomes available before the �it completed its
extra round and another �it from the same source node takes the
free entry in the corner bu�er, the second �it overtakes the �rst
�it. To preserve the �it order, the corner bu�er does not accept any
�its for a complete round, whenever it refused to accept a �it due
to the lack of free bu�er space.

Since the other nodes can continue to �ll free slots in the ring
during the extra round, their �it order can be destroyed, too. To
preserve their �it order, not only the consumer (the corner bu�er),
but all possible producers (the nodes connected to the ring) have
to pause for a round. �e other nodes are noti�ed by marking
the originally refused �it. Whenever a node receives a marked �it,
it immediately stops injecting �its to the horizontal ring for one
round. �ereby, the pause times do not start in the same cycle, but
the staggered pauses also preserve the �it order.

�e receive bu�er to the local processing element can over�ow,
too. �erefore, the same technique is applied to the vertical rings
in combination with the receive bu�ers.

3.4 Fair Injection
When a node continuously injects �its to the horizontal ring, the
next node in the ring has no chance to inject any �it, because there
are no free slots in the ring. �e continued non-consideration can
lead to starvation and livelocks. To provide a fair injection rate for
every node, a mechanism to request a free slot is required. If there
is a �it in the injection queue but no free slot in the ring, a node
can request a free slot from the preceding node by an additional
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Figure 1: Router microarchitecture and di�erent bypassing variants.

signal. When the preceding node receives this signal, it uses only
every other free slot for its own injection and passes the remaining
free slots to the requesting node. �e request might have to be
propagated to prevent starvation: if the preceding node also gets
no free slot, it requests it from its predecessor and so on. �e same
mechanism is used when �its are waiting in the corner bu�er, but
there are no free slots in the vertical ring.

3.5 Deadlock
Bu�erless de�ection networks are deadlock free, because each �it
holds no more than one resource and the number of output ports
in a router is greater or equal to the number of input ports [14].
Request-reply deadlocks at the protocol level are impossible, as
long as the two nodes are not in the same row or column, because
request and reply use physically separate horizontal and vertical
rings. If the communicating nodes are within one row or column,
the same (horizontal or vertical) ring is used for request and reply.
To avoid deadlocks, a simple send bu�er that uses eject bubbles is
su�cient. We illustrate the mechanism by an example:

If node A continues to send requests, while node B is processing
the �rst request from A, the receive bu�er and the ring between A
and B might get congested with requests. When B completes the
request, it cannot send the response, because the ring is congested.
By pu�ing the response in the send bu�er, node B can start to
process the next request and removes it from its receive bu�er.
Consequently, a �it from the ring can leave the ring and enter the
receive bu�er. �is creates a free slot in the ring that is immediately
used by the send bu�er to inject the response. �us progress is
guaranteed.

3.6 Livelock
Bu�erless networks are prone to livelocks. To prove livelock free-
dom, every stage of the transportation must ensure forward progress
on its own, i.e. under the assumption that a �it can leave the stage
(because there is a free slot in the next stage) within �nite time, the
stage must provide that a �it can enter and traverse the stage in
�nite time, too.

Injection to horizontal ring: Progress ensured by the fair in-
jection mechanism.

Horizontal ring: Obvious progress in a rotating ring.
Horizontal de�ection: �e �rst �it that is de�ected due to a

full corner bu�er is the �rst �it that gets a free slot in the corner

injection bu�er
of node E

de�ected
�it

… A3 B1

A2

A1

A
B

C
D

E

Figure 2: Situation, when PaterNoster’s bu�er over�ow han-
dling destroys the �it order.

bu�er, because the corner bu�er injection is blocked during the
extra round. Hence, an endless rotation is avoided.

Corner bu�er: Obvious progress in a �rst-in �rst-out bu�er
Injection from corner bu�er to vertical ring:

Progress ensured by the fair injection mechanism.
Vertical ring: Obvious progress in a rotating ring.
Vertical de�ection: Same as for horizontal de�ection.
Ejection: Progress ensured by the receiving processing element.

4 VARIATIONS
Two recently published implementations of bu�erless in-order de-
�ection are discussed in this section. We discover correctness issues
and provide �xes as well as further modi�cations to improve per-
formance.

4.1 PaterNoster
�e PaterNoster router [13] assumes that a �it that reaches the
destination can be ejected immediately. �us no over�ow han-
dling is required in the vertical ring. Although this simpli�es the
router logic, the receiving processing element needs a mechanism
to ensure the rapid ejection, typically a large and costly receive
bu�er.

�e second di�erence between PaterNoster and basic in-order
de�ection also a�ects over�ow handling, but in the horizontal ring.
While in the basic implementation a de�ected �it stalls all nodes
along the ring for one round, PaterNoster stalls only speci�c nodes.
Only if the �rst �it in the injection queue targets the corner bu�er
that triggered the de�ection, the node is stalled. At �rst glance this
behavior seems like a good way to reduce the stalling of nodes, but
the optimization can destroy the order of �its. �e problem occurs,
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if the �rst �it in the injection queue does not target the de�ecting
corner bu�er, but the second entry does and other �its with the
same destination are already in the ring.

Fig. 2 illustrates the problem (�its are named a�er their destina-
tion). Flit A1 at node E targets A, but was de�ected. Since the �rst
�it B1 in the injection queue of E targets B, node E is not stalled
and the next two slots in the ring will be �lled with the two �its
from E. Unfortunately, �it A2 is already in the ring and by injecting
A3 to the free slot at node A, the order of the A-�its is destroyed.

4.2 Caerus
Like PaterNoster, CAERUS [17] expects immediate ejection at the
receiving node. In the horizontal rings it uses the same fair injection
mechanism as the basic in-order router, but in the vertical rings,
a di�erent algorithm is used. As long as the �lling of a corner
bu�er is below a threshold, only every other node uses free slots
for injection. A�er a �xed time interval the other half of nodes is
allowed to use free slots for injection. If the corner bu�er is �lled
beyond a threshold, every free slot is used to inject. Hence, at high
network load the mechanism will be disabled and at low load it is
not necessary. Disabling the arbitration is problematic, because this
could cause the starvation of a core (see section 3.4), subsequently
forward progress is no longer guaranteed and thus livelocks are
possible.

4.3 Bypassing Rings
As mentioned in section 3.2, if source and target nodes share one
common ring (either vertical or horizontal), the �its have to take a
round trip in the other ring anyway. �is needless de�ections can
be avoided by additional bypasses in the router.

�e horizontal bypass connects the local input either directly
with the north output (unbu�ered horizontal bypass, Fig. 1b) or
indirectly with the corner bu�er (bu�ered horizontal bypass, Fig. 1c).
Since the local input typically is already bu�ered, a direct injection
to the north output seems to be the be�er solution, as it reduces
the pressure on the corner bu�er. Nevertheless, the direct injection
complicates the north output arbitration and both PaterNoster and
CAERUS use the bu�ered bypass. A bypass requires arbitration.
Since the input port is bu�ered (i.e. does not result in a costly
de�ection) and the bypass substantially reduces transportation
time, giving the bypass the lower priority makes sense.

�e vertical bypass can either connect the west input with the
local output (unbu�ered vertical bypass, Fig. 1d) or the corner bu�er
with the local output (bu�ered vertical bypass, Fig. 1e). �e la�er
alternative can reduce de�ections by bu�ering �its in the corner
bu�er, but also increases the pressure on this bu�er, which may lead
to other de�ections. PaterNoster uses unbu�ered vertical bypassing,
while CAERUS uses bu�ered vertical bypassing and reports a be�er
performance [17].

Again, preferring the south input to the vertical bypass is rea-
sonable, because a bypass saves several cycles of latency. However,
no arbitration is necessary, if two local ejection ports (one from
the vertical ring and one from the vertical bypass) are allowed.
Such a double ejection already showed a positive in�uence on the
performance in MinBD [5], another de�ection router.

B U G G 0 0
x backward request (0, R)
y backward request (0, R)
x stall (G, S)
y stall (G, S)
x bypass (N, U, B)
y bypass (N, U, B)

Figure 3: Router con�guration names

4.4 Speci�c Stall
�e handling of de�ected �its in the basic algorithm is safe, but more
nodes than necessary are required to stall for a complete rotation
of the ring. �e improved algorithm of PaterNoster reduces the
stalling of nodes, but as shown in section 4.1, it is not working
correctly and may destroy the �it order. To reduce the stalling to
the minimum, enhanced bookkeeping is necessary. Each node has
to record if and when every other node de�ected a �it. Flits that
target a node that recently de�ected a �it, may not be injected.

Each node has a counter for every node in the ring. Whenever
a �it that was marked due to a de�ection arrives at a node, the
counter that corresponds to the de�ecting node is set to the size of
the ring. All counters are decreased in every cycle. A �it may only
be injected, if the counter corresponding to the target node is equal
to zero.

5 EVALUATION
Each router con�guration is characterized by a name consisting of
6 le�ers, see Fig. 3. �e bypasses can be bu�ered (B), unbu�ered
(U) or there could be no bypass at all (N). �e order of de�ected �its
is guaranteed by general (G) or speci�c (S) stalling and the fairness
of injections can be increased by using a backward request signal
(R) or not (0).

5.1 Hardware Costs
All router con�gurations were implemented in VHDL and syn-
thezised with Altera �artus Prime 16.0 targe�ing an Altera Stratix
V E FPGA. �e hardware costs are measured in terms of Adaptive
Logic Modules (ALM), the building block of Altera FPGAs. For re-
alistic results, each router is a�ached to a RISC-V processing core
and has a cornerbu�er with 8 entries of 64 bits each. 4x4 routers
are connected to form the NoC. �e size of a router is computed by
averaging the size of all router instatiations within one NoC.

We also investigated the power consumption with Altera Power
Play and discoverd that the power consumption is roughly pro-
portional to the logic consumption. Since they give no additional
insights and the paper length is limited, we omi�ed numbers on
the power consumption.

Fig. 4 shows the hardware costs of bypasses for a basic router
with general stalling and no backward request signals (..GG00). �e
costs of bu�ered and unbu�ered bypasses are roughly the same, but
single horizontal bypasses are more expensive than single vertical
ones. If there are two bypasses, the costs are even higher, with one
interesting exception: the con�guration with a bu�ered vertical
and an unbu�ered horizontal bypass (BUGG00) is even cheaper
than the con�guration without the vertical bypass. Anyway, even
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the largest router with two bu�ered bypasses (BBGG00) increases
the router size only by 53 ALMs or 7%.

�e backward request signal is even cheaper, as Fig. 5 shows.
�e con�gurations within one bundle of four bars only di�er in
the number of request signals and the di�erences are very low. �e
highest di�erence is between NNSS00 and NNSSRR is only 16 ALMs
or 1.5%. Sometimes routers with the additional signals are even
smaller than without, therefore the backward request signal costs
are negligible.

By contrast, the speci�c stall mechanism severely increases the
router size. Ignoring the small �uctuations on the top of the four
bars, the bundles in Fig. 5 give the router size of di�erent stall con-
�gurations for the smallest (NN….) and the largest (BB….) bypass
con�guration. If the speci�c stall is implemented in one of the
rings, the router size is increased by about 175 ALMs (24%) or 350
ALMs (48%) if both rings use the speci�c stall method. �is holds
only for a network size of 4x4 nodes, since a counter is required for
every node within a ring, the speci�c stall hardware costs further
increase with the network size.

5.2 �roughput
�e network throughput was measured with a cycle-accurate in-
house simulator wri�en in C. Its accuracy was tested against the
VHDL model for up to 4x4 cores with several parallel benchmark
programs that run up to 5 million cycles. In every single cycle
the state variables (registers) of every single router and link in the
VHDL and the C model were compared and all were identical.
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Figure 6: Saturation throughput of di�erent bypass con�gu-
rations
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Figure 7: Normalized netrace execution time for di�erent
bypass con�gurations

Multithreaded network traces of the PARSEC benchmarks (pro-
vided by netrace [8]) were used to evaluate the network throughput
under realistic conditions. For each router con�guration we mea-
sured the total execution time of the netrace tra�c traces and
subtracted the execution time within a perfect network (a message
arrives at the target node immediately a�er sending it), to isolate
the network overhead. �e remaining network overhead is nor-
malized to a speci�c router con�guration to enable a comparison
between di�erent benchmarks.

However, netrace traces are only available for 8x8 cores. To
examine other network sizes we used synthetic tra�c pa�erns [3]
and measured the saturation throughput in �its per cycle and node.
�e pa�erns showed consistent behaviour through all quadratic
network sizes from 2x2 to 8x8, but for bitrev, neighbor, transpose
and tornado the tra�c is so regular and the distance between nodes
is so small, that no di�erences between the router con�gurations
occured (Fig. 6).

Two bu�ered bypasses result in the highest saturation through-
put for synthetic tra�c pa�erns (Fig. 6), while two unbu�ered
bypasses result in the shortest execution time for real benchmark
traces (Fig. 7). Anyway, the di�erence between bu�ered and un-
bu�ered bypasses is small and both experimental setups show that
the absence of bypasses signi�cantly hurts performance. Due to the
moderate hardware costs, bypasses should be used in both rings,
no ma�er if they are bu�erd or unbu�ered.
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Figure 8: Normalized netrace execution time depending on
stall mechanism
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Figure 9: Normalized netrace execution time depending on
the fair injection mechanism

By contrast, the speci�c stall mechanism does not decrease the
execution time. As Fig. 8 shows, if speci�c stalls are used in both
rings it can even hurt the performance. Additionally, the hardware
costs of the speci�c stall mechanism are huge and scale with net-
work size, therefore the cheaper general stall mechanism should
always be used.

�e backward request signal for fair injection comes for free,
but it reduces network overhead by about 6%, independent of the
benchmark (see Fig. 9). �erefore any router should implement the
backward signal in at least one ring. A backward signal in the other
ring is not necessary, as it does not further decrease execution time.

Evaluating hardware costs against network thoughput, the best
router con�guration has two bypasses (no ma�er if they are bu�ered
or unbu�ered), the general stall mechanism and at least one ring
with backward request signal, for example UUGGRR or BBGGRR.

5.3 Scaling
To examine the scalability, we synthesized networks of 2x2, 3x3,
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 and 7x7 routers and varied the number of corner bu�er
entries from 2 to 32. We discovered that the in�uence of the router
con�guration on the router size is constant and therefore indepen-
dent of network size and cornerbu�er size. Only if speci�c stalls
are used, the router size grows with the network size. Since speci�c
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Figure 10: Router size depending on NoC size and corner
bu�er size for UUGGRR con�guration
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Figure 11: Saturation throughput per node
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Figure 12: Total network throughput at saturation

stalls are overly expensive anyway, the results of section 5.1 can be
generalized to all network and cornerbu�er sizes. Consequently,
the scaling results of the UUGGRR con�guration that are presented
here can be generalized to all con�gurations.

As Fig. 10 shows, the router size is independent of the network
size. �at is somewhat suprising, because the more nodes are in the
network, the more bits are required to address them. Apparently,
this logarithmic increase is so small that it vanishes in the inevitable
noise of the FPGA synthesis. �e �gure also shows that the corner
bu�er has a superlinear in�uence on the router size, therefore the
number of entries should be kept small.

�e impact of the corner bu�er size on the performance can be
seen in Fig. 11, where the saturation throughput of a UUGGRR
router under uniform random tra�c is presented as a function of
the network size and corner bu�er size. A small corner bu�er with
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Figure 13: Normalized netrace execution time normalized to MinBD for di�erent in-order de�ection routers

2 or 4 entries limits the network throughput, but above 8 entries
the performance increase is only small. Fortunately, the distance
between the lines in Fig. 11 (i.e. the performance increase due to the
corner bu�er size) remains constant for larger networks, that means
the optimal corner bu�er size is independent of the network size.
Although the throughput per node decreases for larger networks,
the overall network throughput increases, as Fig. 12 illustrates.

5.4 Comparison with MinBD
Finally, di�erent con�gurations of bu�erless in-order routers are
compared with MinBD [5], a state-of-the-art bu�erless router with
out-of-order delivery. We implemented MinBD (including side
bu�ers, silver �it and dual ejection) in our cycle-accurate simulator.
Fig. 13 shows the network overhead (execution time minus exe-
cution time of a perfect router) normalized to MinBD for netrace
traces from PARSEC benchmarks.

�e simplest router con�guration without bypasses and back-
ward request signals (NNGG00) has the lowest hardware costs,
but it increases the network overhead compared to MinBD. �e
network overhead of PaterNoster, Caerus and our choice (UUG-
GRR) is very similar and on average about 15% be�er than MinBD.
But UUGGRR is always 1% be�er than Caerus, which is 1% be�er
than PaterNoster. For some benchmarks (blackS, cannealM, x264S)
omi�ing the backward request signal has no e�ect, but for most
benchmarks there is a penalty of more than 5%.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we present the �rst implementation of bu�erless in-
order de�ection that works correctly without livelocks or deadlocks.
A�er thorough investigation of the design space of the router con-
�guration, a router with bypasses for x- and y-ring, a general stall
mechanism to preserve the �it order and a backward request signal
in at least one ring was identi�ed as optimal in terms of throughput
and hardware costs. A corner bu�er with 8 entries seems to be
su�cient for most applications. It reduces the network overhead
when executing PARSEC benchmarks by 1% compared to Caerus,
2% compared to PaterNoster and 15% compared to MinBD.

�e source code of the VHDL model and the simulator is available
at h�ps://github.com/unia-sik/rcmc.
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